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“I am fed up with the thought
that our children are no longer
British.” Mary Berry slammed

the ‘oblivion of immigration’ at
the Royal Albert Hall. A touch
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of Britishness has been
breathed back into British

food. When a nation
celebrates Britishness it’s a
way of showing that it sees

something special about itself.
A spirit of joy and a sense of
belonging. But where does it
come from? Shared Memories
For some, the thought of our

past glories is a distant
memory. But for many that’s

when the thought of the
British past started. And for

those who see immigration as
a threat, it’s a shared memory
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– what it was like to be British
when England’s empire was
supreme. When Mary Berry
says she is fed up with the

thought that our children are
no longer British, it’s no

surprise because she’s at the
Royal Albert Hall to show that
British food and cooking is as
relevant as ever. In a speech
at the ‘Food and wine-tasting
evening’, Mary Berry said: “I
am fed up with the thought
that our children will know

nothing about food, but some
will know nothing about
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Britain. I want them to know
our history. I want them to
know the real quality of our

food.” In her speech she
highlighted the need for

reasserting Britishness. Mary
Berry said: “I love getting

recipes from older chefs and
cooks, but the older you get
the less likely you are to find

out how to cook. It’s the same
with food. I want people to
taste the quality of British
food in the future, the old

recipes that were known for
their quality.” Her comments
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were made about the value of
having a sense of place and a
connection to the landscape,
and the other things that are

part and parcel of being
British. For Mary Berry her

English heritage started with
her mother making traditional
English food in their garden. In
an interview Mary Berry said:

“My mum had the spirit of
England very much in our

garden c6a93da74d
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